
Loveless  

 -  in the style of Longborough, by Westminster Morris 
 
General stepping 
1 bar double step (Ds). Energetic, (but better to be in the right place than super-high off the 
ground!) Hands circling horizontal above head, from front to back (ie opposite to Bleddington). 
Feet-together-jump (ftj) before and (generally) after galleys: hands in high show (but able to 
move fluidly into next movement rather than static end). 
 
Distinctive figure (Df) 
A combination of half-gyp and half-rounds in which the set is turned 90 degrees. Four stages: 
1. Half gyp: Cross rt shoulders with 1 bar ds Ftj to face into a clockwise round but no 

galley. Middle pair go further so by end of Ftj round is well-formed. 
2. Half round: Clockwise (cw) for 1 bar, ending up Ftj (no galley) to form a set which is 90 

deg to original. Requires each man to identify where he is to end so that new set looks 
good. After Ftj should be facing across set. 

3. Other half of half-gyp, crossing left shoulders. Ftj to face into counter-clockwise (ccw) 
round. 

4. Other part of half round. Use 1 bar ds to get back into original set, facing across for the 
Ftj. Then all galley right face across: ftj to face up.  

 
Once-to-yourself (Oy)  
Ftj, after very long intro – watch no. 1! 
 
Foot-up (Fu) 
1 bar Ds (start outside foot), Ftj, galley to face down, Ftj. 
 
Foot-down (Fu) 
1 bar Ds (start outside foot), Ftj, galley out and upwards to face across, Ftj. Then immediately 
galley 360 deg, (up, out, down and end facing across again ie odds galley 360 deg ccw, 
evens 360 deg cw). 
 
Df 
 
Fore capers (Fc) 
Done in column (ie 1&2, then 3&4, then 5&6) facing up, movement takes 4 beats but only total 
of 8, so second, third couples start seq 2 beats after the couple in front of them). Seq is 
Outside foot back, together, right, left (ie just like Bled). End with hands up. After 8 beats, all 
galley outwards to face down Ftj. Repeat capers, after 8 beats all galley out and upwards to 
face across, Ftj. Then immediately galley 360 deg, (up, out, down and end facing across 
again ie odds galley 360 deg ccw, evens 360 deg cw).  
 
Df 
 
Upright capers (Uc) 
As Fc but the caper itself is: inside cross over outside, outside across inside, right, left (very 
like Bled except no third crossing of feet). 
 
Df 
 
Hey 
Normal hey pattern but only 1 bar Ds the ftj to get into place! Move fast, use Ftj (sideways if 
necessary in order to face across before the galley!) to get back to place. Galley 360 deg to 
face across again (galley direction: same as the hook-leg you would do in Bled hook-to-rule), 
Ftj, repeat. Use 2nd ftj to face up, then end in 4 capers with low twists of hands. 
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